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Abstract
Redefining Division and Corps Competencies: Are Divisions and Corps Training
to Fight Joint? By MAJ William R. Abb, U.S. Army, 77 pages.
The fundamental assumptions the U.S. Army makes between the most likely
(small-scale contingency/ stability and support operations) and most dangerous (high
intensity/ major theater war) contingencies drive all subsequent decisions over
apportioning limited resources, force structure, training and equipment in an organization
where division and corps commanders serve two masters. The two masters are
manifested in the dilemma of resourcing and doctrine to support the divergence of
requirements to operate as organic division and corps headquarters conducting traditional
missions in a major theater war (MTW) or operate as an Army Forces (ARFOR), Joint
Force Land Component Command (JFLCC) or Joint Task Force (JTF) conducting smallscale contingency operations. An examination of National Command Authority (NCA)
guidance, recent U.S. military operations, contingency plans for the warfighting CinCs
and Army and joint doctrine shows that Army divisions and corps are expected to operate
as joint headquarters.
Without examining the question of whether these divisions and corps are
organized and equipped to operate at that level, this monograph offers an answer to the
research question; does the current training model for divisions and corps support
employment as an ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF? The answer is no. The wartime focus of
Army training doctrine, lack of authoritative joint doctrine for peacetime training as well
as the lack of doctrine at the operational level for the JFLCC represent significant gaps in
providing the direction necessary to ensure success when operating as a headquarters
within this very complex environment. When coupled with the changing strategic
environment outlined in the National Security Strategy (NSS) and National Military
Strategy (NMS) and the expectation for divisions and corps from contingency plans and
recent operations, it is the assertion of this author, that these headquarters are not given
the tools to train in the division and corps level staff competencies necessary to deal with
the complexities of the joint environment as an ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF and that any
opportunity to train the division and corps staff outside of a joint environment is perhaps
an inefficient use of scarce resources.
In arriving at this conclusion, this paper established criteria to evaluate the current
training model through the affirmation or refutation of supporting or nested research
questions. The paper then followed a methodical path to: firstly, establish the need for
and likelihood of diese headquarters serving as an ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF; secondly,
establish that current division and corps training, in terms of combat training centers
(CTC) and joint exercise programs, does not adequately support the requirements to serve
as an ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF; thirdly, establish that current Army and joint doctrine does
not support the employment of these headquarters serving as an ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF.
Finally, this paper concludes that shortfalls in training staff competencies do not
represent a need to fundamentally change the way these headquarters are trained.
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Introduction
As we consider the nature of warfare in the modern era, we find that it is synonymous
with joint warfare
Joint Pub 1, Joint Warfare of the Armed Forces of the United States Army
The identification of potential missions and roles for the military begins with the
National Command Authority (NCA) as they identify the strategic environment, likely
threats to national interests and the requirements for the different instruments of national
power (diplomatic, information, military, economic).1 This assessment is captured in a
number of congressionally mandated and historically prepared reports including the
President's annual National Security Strategy (NSS), the Secretary of Defense
Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
(CJCS) National Military Strategy. These reports along with the strategic assessment of
the combatant commanders form the foundation for generating the assumptions necessary
to conduct campaign planning. They also provide the first insights into the expected use
of military force to meet national interests.2
The post cold war era can be characterized by an evolution in national strategic
and military strategies. This evolution can be traced from the Weinberger Doctrine of the
1980s, through the Bush administration's transition from "containment" to (selective and
discriminate) "collective engagement," to the Clinton administration, which placed
"physical security, value projection and economic prosperity...under the overarching
strategic concepts of engagement and enlargement."3 This current strategy of
engagement has moved the military from its historic role of winning the nations wars to a
role of promoting prosperity.4

The last two decades also demonstrate an unprecedented rise in the traditional and
nontraditional use of the military. Many expected the fall of the Berlin Wall to usher in
a historic period of peace and prosperity. Instead, the security environment remains
incredibly dynamic, with threats and challenges that have actually increased the demands
upon the military instrument of national power.5 Operations in Grenada, Panama,
Iraq/Kuwait, Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Kosovo send the clearest message
possible of the U.S. commitment to its national interests and give the strongest
indications of the most likely employment of military force in the future.
The strategic landscape has clearly changed and the fundamental assumptions the
Army makes between the most likely (small scale contingency operations/security and
support) and most dangerous (major theater war) contingencies drive all subsequent
decisions over apportioning limited resources, structure, training and equipment in an
organization where division and corps commanders serve two masters. The two masters
are manifested in the dilemma of resourcing and doctrine to support the divergence of
requirements to operate as organic division and corps headquarters conducting traditional
missions in a major theater war (MTW) or operate as an Army Forces (ARFOR), Joint
Force Land Component Command (JFLCC) or Joint Task Force (JTF) conducting smallscale contingency operations.
An examination of recent military operations in the United States as well as the
contingency plans for the warfighting CinCs shows that Army divisions and corps are
expected to operate as joint headquarters.6 This notion is reinforced at every level within
the civil-military community and captured in the most recent Army and joint doctrine.7
Without examining the question of whether these divisions and corps are organized and

equipped to operate at that level, this monograph asks whether they are trained in the
division and corps level staff competencies necessary to deal with the complexities of the
joint environment. Additionally this monograph determines what shortfalls exist between
Army and joint doctrine in preparing these organizations to operate across the entire
spectrum of conflict in and out of the joint environment.
Criteria and Methodology
This monograph is a study into the fundamental question of what tasks Army
divisions and corps should train on in an uncertain strategic environment? Specifically,
whether the current training model for divisions and corps supports employment as an
ARFOR,JFLCCorJTF?
The criteria used to evaluate the current training model are less empirical and
more argumentative. They are the affirmation or refutation of supporting or nested
research questions: what is the current strategic environment which determines the need
and likelihood of these headquarters serving as an ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF; what is the
nature of current training to determine if these headquarters are training to serve as an
ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF; and finally, does current Army and joint doctrine support the
employment of these headquarters serving as an ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF? Satisfaction of
these questions allows for the assertion of solid and supportable conclusions about the
main research question.
The study begins by examining the current body of literature related to the
research question and how the findings compliment or add to that existing body of
knowledge. Attempts to redefine the strategic environment and the use of the military
instrument of national power are the focus of a tremendous amount of current political-

military writing. The sheer volume of work speaks to the relevancy and contentious
nature of this subject.
The examination shifts to building an understanding of the linkage between
members of the U.S. civil-military structure responsible for this strategic coordination.
This is key to the subsequent understanding of the military instrument of national power
and the development of broad military capabilities, their worldwide posture, and their
functional and geographic orientation.8 This monograph is not meant to provide an
exhaustive analysis of the National Command Authority (NCA) but simply to establish
an understanding of the responsibilities for strategic coordination as codified in law and
practice.
This paper examines the requirements passed on to the Army through CinC
strategic assessments, contingencies and theater engagement plans as well as a historical
examination of recent military operations to suggest the most likely employment of Army
divisions and corps in the future. It then examines the current training model used in the
Army to determine what staff level competencies are trained and what guidance and
direction Army and Joint doctrine provides in the formulation of these training tasks.
Finally, it determines what shortfalls exist between Army and Joint doctrine in placing
the responsibility for training divisions and corps to operate as required for their most
likely employment.

Literature Review
Understanding the strategic environment and the nature of modern conflict and
warfare is the critical first step in establishing the most likely and most dangerous threats
to U.S. national interests. Understanding these threats is critical to determining the most

likely use of the military instrument of national power. The most likely use of this
instrument of national power determines the resourcing and missions given to the
military.
The conclusions drawn by this paper on the current strategic environment, the
nature of modern conflict and warfare, and the most likely use of military force, do not
necessarily represent original thought. They represent a sampling of the collective body
of knowledge available to draw upon for debate.
The fall of the Berlin Wall, reunification of Germany, the breakup of the Soviet
Union, ethnic and tribal fighting in Africa and the Former Republic of Yugoslavia have
created a flood of commentary, theory, conjecture and academic writing. Each author
seeks to forward a view on the evolving strategic landscape and its implications. This
paper serves to compliment that body of knowledge and to distill from a "wide cast"
those thoughtful and supported conclusions which eventually help shape the findings and
recommendations. To that end this literature review focuses on three areas: the culture of
future conflict including technological innovation as a revolution in military affairs
(RMA), military security and support operations, and finally, joint training.
An examination into the culture of future conflict reveals a number of interesting
positions including the works of some rather prominent theorists (political/social
commentary) as they search for a new world order. Futurists such as Alvin and Heidi
Toffler in their book War and Anti-War, divide the world into economically competing
tiers based largely on the ability to utilize information.9 In his book The Clash of
Civilizations, Samuel Huntington argues that conflict will rage along cultural lines.10
Robert Kaplan in his book, The Ends of the Earth: A Journey at the Dawn of the 21st

Century, suggests a world characterized by disintegrated states with the developed world
at odds with the undeveloped world.11 Finally, Michael Ignatieff in his book, The
Warrior's Honor, offers a compelling view of moral interventionism in places where
ethnic war has become a way of life.12
This view is similar to that of Ralph Peters who suggests the greatest challenge
may be to our moral order. Furthermore, "dangers that could spark broad conventional
wars will be resource competition and cultural confrontations—or a volatile combination
of both... [with] a triage approach to diplomacy, aid, and interventions, and a sobered
West... selective in its military deployments, concentrating on financial interests and
lifestyle protection. By the middle of the next century, if not before, the overarching
mission of our military will be the preservation of our quality of life."
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Steven Metz suggests several alternatives as a caution to what he characterizes as
the orthodox position within the Army and the Department of Defense, "that the strategic
environment of 2020 will be much like that of 1997." He argues that the orthodox view
is one where sovereign nation states remain the most important political units. It
"anticipates dramatic improvements in the effectiveness of militaries able to capitalize on
the revolution in military affairs made possible by information technology" but holds to
the notion that "war will remain essentially political, episodic, violent, state-centric, and
distinct from peace. The orthodox position expects only evolutionary change in the
strategic environment." Metz contends that the strategic environment will be a mixture
of four alternatives: a trisected security system; the renaissance of ideology; internal
collapse; and the commercialization of warfare. In most cases, traditional state-on-state
warfare is insignificant.14

In Military Review, Graham Turbiville, William Mendel and Jacob Kipp
characterize the future nature of war with shifting regional alignments, the development
of security threats not limited by national boundaries or affiliations, an interagency
character of assessing and responding to threats, weapon and military technology
proliferation and the rapid pace of change. They suggest that traditional relationships and
alliances should be critically examined given the transitional nature and diversity of many
key threats creating an environment where change, uncertainty and surprise are vital
considerations in developing national and regional military strategies.15
Many authors who posit a theory about the culture of future conflict suggest that
technological innovations and war in the information age represent a revolution in
military affairs (RMA). Authors from GEN (Ret) Gordon R. Sullivan, BG James M.
Dubik, Michael Mazarr, Steven Metz and a host of others are very prolific as they
embrace or caution against the implications of technology.16
In their Parameters article, Paul Riper and Robert Scales takes some of these
concerns further by suggesting that emerging technology enhances our capabilities but
creates a misperception about technological supremacy. They write that, "...in the end,
war is a contest of human wills, not machines, in which means must be subordinated to
ends if the results are to justify the costs. In the world we confront, those ends are likely
to be more complicated, and the circumstances in which they must be pursued less
predictable, than ever before in our history. A military posture that evades rather than
accommodates that reality is doomed to expensive irrelevance."17
Robert Baumann in a Military Review article suggests that we cannot lose sight of
history in our rush toward technological innovation. He writes that, "The modern

fascination with cutting-edge technologies and their undeniable impact on war often
obscures our view of war's other dimensions. Historians have widely noted the social,
political and economic factors in shaping the evolution of conflict. Cultural and
intellectual changes have played a powerful role as well."18
Finally, within the future culture of conflict is the notion that sovereignty has
become subordinated to moral and regional stability interests when expressed by some
collective international consensus. Recent operations in Kosovo serve as an example of
the international community walking a fine line between meddling in the internal affairs
of a sovereign state and imposing its will without challenging the right to govern.
Consensus is often fragile, media attention fleeting, sporadic or absent, and the costs in
men, material and prestige are often great.
When the U.S. chooses to meet these challenges with military force, the impact is
felt throughout the entire Department of Defense. This impact is often measured in
operational tempo, wear and tear on equipment, funding, etc., but the greatest impact is
felt on readiness in terms of the ability to respond to other contingencies, maintain
credible deterrence and in accomplishing the primary mission of fighting two nearsimultaneous major theater wars (MTW).
The impact on readiness, conduct of stability and support operations, their
integration into Mission Essential Task List (METL) development and concerns about
effectively meeting requirements across the entire spectrum of conflict serves as the
second area of focus for this review. These subjects have gotten a tremendous amount of
attention recently, especially among Advanced Military Studies Program (AMSP) and
Advanced Operational Art Studies Fellowship Program (AOASFP) students. These

articles and monographs offer a variety of perspectives on challenging issues.19 How
should the U.S. military train for peace? Does the Army's current doctrine support
adding stability and support operations (SASO) or peacekeeping tasks to unit METLs?
What is the cost to readiness for conducting SASO missions? What are the realities of
the U.S. as the only remaining superpower within the Presidents National Security
Strategy for the next century?
Many of these authors forego a lengthy justification for assumptions about the
nature of future involvement in SASO missions. The evolution of their work shows
significant consensus for this conclusion. The focus has shifted from whether the U.S.
will conduct these missions to the impact on more fundamental issues of structuring the
force, resourcing, training, readiness, responsiveness and politically charged issues of
when to stop, contain or watch conflict continue.
A number of studies address the doctrinal dilemma associated with training for
non-traditional missions. There appears to be no consensus among authors on the
transferability of tasks across the spectrum of conflict. Although many tasks are the same
in name, the conditions under which they are executed vary significantly.20 The FM1005, Operations writing team in its concept paper on the doctrinal focus of FM 100-5
concludes that core proficiencies will be enhanced rather than degraded by deployments
across the full spectrum of conflict that test the versatility and cohesiveness of units and
"facilitate the rapid return to warfighting task proficiency after deployment."21 A
number of authors suggest that the increased expectation for conducting stability and
support operations place leaders at odds with doctrine in the development of METL tasks
and training for their most likely missions. These studies conclude that current Army

doctrine does not support the addition of peacekeeping tasks to unit METL.22 Later
analysis will determine whether these conclusions prove to be supported or are simply
based upon too literal an interpretation of doctrine and that the apparent lack of flexibility
really represents a lack of balance justified by resource constraints and the primacy of
war time missions. It can be argued however, that many tasks and the conditions under
which they will be executed in a SASO environment are not formally captured in Mission
Training Plans.23
This lack of doctrinal guidance is not limited to small unit tactics but is pervasive
throughout Army operational and joint doctrine. The subject of joint training in terms of
joint doctrine development, battle staff training and command and control is the final
focus of this literature review. This area shares a number of characteristics in common
with the previous focus on SASO. There has been a tremendous amount of work written
and that work shows an evolutionary trend toward the accepted consensus that future
operations are going to be "joint." GEN Shinseki has repeatedly driven these sentiments
home since his assumption of duties as the Chief of Staff of the Army (CS A).24 It is
through this discussion that the need to evaluate how we organize, train, employ, deploy,
fight and redeploy becomes germane and the research question gains its relevance.
A number of studies suggest that Army and Joint doctrine have not fully bridged
the gap in order to support the rapid response to threats across the entire spectrum of
conflict. For those who condemn this lack of authoritative direction, there are equally
strong arguments for a doctrine suitably flexible to the uncertainties of the current
strategic environment. Historical examples and recent operations are cited to suggest the
difficult nature of ad hoc reactions in crisis action planning. Conclusions range from
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Standing regional or functional JTFs, augmenting service component headquarters,
dispatching elements of unified or major command headquarters, corps serving as
JFLCCs and JTFs and versatility training for battle staffs.

The unifying thread running

through all these studies is that the current strategic environment and the nature of
modern conflict is such that in order to be decisive and relevant, the military needs to
react quickly and with seamless integration of joint and combined or coalition forces. In
order to perform to this standard, the units called upon to execute cannot be ad hoc or
untrained.

The remainder of this paper will address how prepared divisions and corps

are to meet that standard and whether commanders are empowered with the right tools to
ensure success.

The Strategic Environment
The literature review places this paper in the proper context and assists in
establishing the relevancy of the research question. It is here, through an exhaustive
examination of what Joint doctrine calls the "Unity of Effort" that the facts are
established for later analysis. This monograph examines the strategic environment as
established by the National Command Authority (NCA) through such sources as the
National Security Strategy for the Next Century and the National Military Strategy of
Shape, Respond, Prepare Now to identify the requirements for the military instrument of
national power. It will examine the requirements passed on to the Army through CinC
contingencies and theater engagement plans as well as a historical examination of recent
military operations to suggest the most likely employment of Army divisions and corps in
the future. It will examine the current training model used in the Army to determine what
staff level competencies are trained. Finally it will examine Army and Joint doctrine to
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determine what guidance is provided for the development of training to prepare divisions
and corps to operate as required for their most likely employment.

The National Security Strategy (NSS)
The National Security Strategy is a document prepared by the President of the
United States as required in accordance with Section 603 of the Goldwater-Nichols
Defense Reorganization Act of 1986.27 It is an annual strategy that discusses as a
minimum: vital global U.S. interests and objectives; proposed short and long term use of
all elements of national power to achieve U.S. objectives; and the commitments and
defense capabilities required to deter aggression and implement the strategy while
achieving a balance among all elements of power.28
Since its inception in 1986 the strategy and its annual report have undergone an
evolution as the result of events in Europe and the former Soviet Union. It may be
argued that this evolution has not resulted in a more defined or certain strategic
environment. The Reagan administration simply continued its Cold War focus with a
strategy emphasizing the military instrument of power and dominated by the Weinberger
Doctrine.29 This doctrine left little room for interpretation and was backed by an
administration respected for its commitment to revitalizing the Armed Forces and for its
consistent foreign policy positions. The Bush administration took on the formidable task
of trying to grapple with monumental change in Europe and the Soviet Union. It served
to bridge the gap between containment and collective engagement. The strategy during
this period "addressed all the elements of national power and tied them into regional
strategies while focusing on...core national interests."30 Regional instability in Southwest
Asia (Iraq/Kuwait), Africa and the Balkans helped shape a strategy that emphasized the
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"need to be selective and discriminate in our global undertakings."31 The Clinton
Administration returned to a strategy emphasizing free trade and which placed "physical
security, value projection and economic prosperity...under the overarching strategic
concepts of engagement and enlargement."32 This current strategy of engagement has
moved the military from its historic role of winning the nations wars to a role of
promoting prosperity.33
The current strategy, A National Security Strategy for a New Century, "calls for
an integrated approach among the instruments of national power to accomplish three core
objectives: To enhance our security, to bolster America's economic prosperity, and to
promote democracy abroad."34 This strategy acknowledges that the security environment
in which we live "is dynamic and uncertain, replete with a host of threats and challenges
that have the potential to grow more deadly, but also offering unprecedented
opportunities to avert those threats and advance our interests."35 This strategy also
reflects the Presidents decision to exercise leadership abroad stating that, "we must lead
abroad if we are to be secure at home, but we cannot lead abroad unless we are strong at
home. We must be prepared and willing to use all appropriate instruments of national
power to influence the actions of other states and non-state actors."
The NSS outlines the use of the military instrument of national power in a very
challenging strategic environment from small-scale contingency operations to general
war. Smaller-scale contingency operations encompass the full range of military
operations short of major theater warfare, including humanitarian assistance, peace
operations, enforcing embargoes and no-fly zones, evacuating U.S. Citizens, reinforcing
key allies, and limited strikes and intervention. These operations will likely pose the
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most frequent challenge for U.S. forces and cumulatively require significant
commitments over time. These operations will also put a premium on the ability of the
U.S. military to work closely and effectively with other U.S. Government agencies, nongovernmental organizations, regional and international security organizations and
coalition partners.37
Not only must the U.S. military be prepared to successfully conduct multiple
smaller-scale contingencies worldwide, it must be prepared to do so in the face of
challenges such as terrorism, information operations and the threat or use of weapons of
mass destruction. U.S. forces must also remain prepared to withdraw from contingency
operations if needed to deploy to a major theater war. Accordingly, appropriate U.S.
forces will be kept at a high level of readiness and will be trained, equipped and
organized to be multi-mission capable.38

The National Military Strategy (NMS)
A brief summary of the Joint Operation Planning and Execution System (JOPES)
provides an excellent explanation of how the unity of effort for the military instrument of
national power takes its direction from the NMS and translates that guidance into joint
planning for the development of peacetime engagement and wartime contingency plans.
A number of interrelated national-level systems impact upon the development of these
plans including; the National Security Council (NSC) system which generates National
Security Directives (NSD) and the Joint Strategic Planning System (JSPS) which through
the Joint Strategy Review (JSR), generates Chairman's Guidance, the National Military
Strategy, Joint Strategic Capabilities Plans (JSCP), the Chairman's Program Assessment
(CPA) and other joint planning guidance.39
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The National Security Council System is the principal forum for deliberation of
national security policy issues requiring Presidential decision. The Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff discharges a substantial part of his statutory responsibilities as the
principal military adviser to the President, the NSC, and the Secretary of Defense through
the institutional channels of the NSC. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff regularly
attends NSC meetings and presents the Chairman's views and those of the other members
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the combatant commanders.40
The JSPS is the primary formal means by which the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, in consultation with the other members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the
CinCs, carries out his statutory responsibilities to review the national security
environment, objectives and propose military strategies to achieve those national
objectives consistent with policies and priorities established by the President and the
Secretary of Defense.41
The four products of this system are the National Military Strategy, Joint Planning
Document (JPD), Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP) and the Chairman's Program
Assessment (CPA). The central process of the JSPS is the Joint Strategy Review (JSR)
which continually gathers information and assesses the strategic environment for issues
and factors that affect the National Military Strategy (NMS). JSR Issue Papers presented
to the Chairman, Chiefs of the Services, and CinCs provide arguments for proposed
changes to the NMS, Joint Planning Document (JPD), and the Joint Strategic Capabilities
Plan (JSCP) and elicit Chairman's Guidance for changing the military strategy if
required.42
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For the purposes of this paper the key products are the Joint Strategic Capabilities
Plan, the Contingency Planning Guidance (CPG) and the National Military Strategy. The
JSCP provides guidance to the CinCs and the Chiefs of the Services to accomplish tasks
and missions based on current military capabilities. It apportions resources to CinCs,
based on military capabilities resulting from completed program and budget actions. The
JSCP provides a coherent framework for capabilities-based military advice provided to
the NCA. The CPG fulfills the Secretary of Defense's statutory duty to provide annually
to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff written policy guidance for contingency
planning. The Secretary provides this guidance with the approval of the President after
coordination with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The CPG focuses the
guidance provided in the NMS and DPG and directly impacts on the JSCP.43
As stated in the National Military Strategy (NMS) its purpose is to, "provide
advice from the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), in consultation with the
Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and the Combatant Commanders, to the National Command
Authorities (NCA) on the strategic direction of the Armed Forces...the NMS describes
the strategic environment, develops national military objectives, and describes the
military capabilities required to execute the strategy. As an unclassified document, it
makes this advice accessible to the widest range of government officials, interested
citizens and foreign leaders."44
Surprisingly, the NMS is not a required document.45 It is the result of a need for
direction in light of the post cold war draw down. The first report was rendered in
January 1992 by then CJCS Gen Colin Powel and was intended to outline "both the ways
and means to achieve the controlled build-down of defense capabilities."46 Today it plays
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a vital role in linking the NSS and national objectives with the military instrument of
national power. This strategy takes the form of objectives for the development of broad
military capabilities, their worldwide posture, and their functional geographic
orientation.47
The current NMS published in 1997, entitled, National Military Strategy of the
United States ofAmerica; Shape, Respond, Prepare Now: A Military Strategy for the
New Era, carries forward the theme that U.S. military power is, and will continue to be,
fundamental to ensuring our national security.48 It states that the United States will
remain the world's only global power for the near-term, but will operate in a strategic
environment characterized by rising regional powers, asymmetric challenges including
WMD, transnational dangers, and the likelihood of wild cards that cannot be specifically
predicted.49
The NMS builds on the premise that the U.S. will remain globally engaged in
order to advance and protect our national interests defining its tasks in terms of Shaping,
Responding and Preparing Now. The Armed Forces are to Shape the international
environment by promoting stability throughout the world, preventing or reducing conflict
and threats, and by peacetime deterrence. The Armed Forces must also be poised to
Respond to the full spectrum of crisis by deterring aggression or coercion in crisis,
fighting and winning major theater wars and by conducting multiple, concurrent smallerscale contingency operations. Finally, the Armed Forces must Prepare Now for an
uncertain future through information superiority and technological innovation.50
In further defining tasks for the Armed Forces, the NMS concludes that "As we
pursue the President's strategy for enhancing our security in this new era, the demand for
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military capabilities and skills is unlikely to diminish, both to deter and defeat aggression
in two distant and overlapping MTWs, and in roles other than traditional warfighting.
Our Armed Forces' core competence -the ability to apply decisive military power to
deter or defeat acts of aggression -must remain the primary consideration in determining
the structure, training and employment of our military forces."51
The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) has stated in the National
Military Strategy, "while our Armed Forces maintain their core competence to defend the
United States and overcome any nation that imperils U.S. security, the military has an
important role in peacetime engagement."52 In recognition of the military's role in
advancing the National Security Strategy, the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP)
now provides guidance to the Unified Commands and Services for planning peacetime
engagement.53
The process outlined to this point is quite significant and serves as the foundation
on which later conclusions will be drawn to suggest the most likely use of the military
instrument of national power in the near term. What can be discerned from this guidance
is that the Armed Forces must be prepared to conduct operations across the entire
spectrum of conflict with primacy of effort given to the preparations required to conduct
two-near simultaneous major theater wars (MTW).
The primacy placed upon preparations for major theater war creates a cognitive
tension that goes to the heart of the research question. The tension is created by guidance
that can be described through a simple thought process that admittedly does not do justice
to the full complexity of the issue.
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The NCA guidance says the primary focus is on A (MTW) but expect to do B
(small-scale contingency operations). In a resource constrained environment, focusing on
the tasks associated with A requires marginalization of proficiency in the unique tasks
associated with B. Continued real-world conduct of tasks associated with B results in a
reduced proficiency in the unique tasks associated with A. The result is an organization
that is not optimizing its ability to do either A or B. This problem is further compounded
by the notion that in order to be most effective in small-scale contingency operations, the
forces involved must have a demonstrated ability to operate at an escalated level of
intensity should the need arise. This tension can be further supported through an
examination of recent military operations and current contingency planning.

Historical Examination of Recent Military Operations
The last three decades have seen a significant increase in the use of the military
instrument of national power including actions in Iran, the Gulf of Sidra, Lebanon,
Grenada, Libya, the Sinai, the Dominican Republic, Honduras, Panama, Kuwait, Iraq,
Somalia, Haiti, Macedonia, Bosnia, and Kosovo. The purpose of this brief historical
review is not to provide an exhaustive examination of each operation or the ARTEP tasks
performed, but simply examine some key operations to lay the groundwork for an
assertion that these are the types of missions divisions and corps can expect to perform in
the near future. Each operation is different and offers unique challenges to the
headquarters responsible for planning and execution. Each summary highlights the nature
of the mission, command relationships and some of the more significant issues. This list
of operations is by no means all-inclusive but represents a cross section of the major
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deployments. The information is drawn from a compilation of sources cited at the
conclusion of each operation summary.

Operation URGENT FURY
Operation URGENT FURY and the U.S. assault on the Caribbean island of
Grenada began on 25 October 1983. The operation, although generally successful,
represents the complexity of multi-service operations, especially for an ad hoc
organization unfamiliar with planning operations involving Army, Air Force and Special
Operations Forces. The mission to evacuate U.S. noncombatants and neutralize
Grenadine and Cuban armed forces was given to Admiral Wesley MacDonald, the
Commander-in-Chief of the U.S. Atlantic Command. On 23 October, Admiral
MacDonald rejected use of the existing contingency framework to establish JTF 140 from
U.S. Forces Caribbean and assigned the mission to Vice Admiral Joseph Metcalf,
designating the 2nd Fleet as JTF 120. The 82nd Airborne Division and both battalions of
the 75th Ranger Regiment participated as the principal Army Forces. Operation
URGENT FURY proved to be a watershed event in Army and Joint operations. The
inability to properly plan, coordinate and control subordinate elements significantly
jeopardized the success of the mission and needlessly cost the lives of American forces.
This operation directly impacted upon changes incorporated in the Goldwater-Nichols
Reorganization Act of 1986.54

Operation JUST CAUSE
Operation JUST CAUSE and the U.S. assault on the Central American country of
Panama began on 20 December 1989. The XVIII Airborne Corps was called upon to
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serve as the JTF with the mission to maintain the freedom of transit through the Panama
Canal, the removal of Manuel Noriega and his government from power and allow the
freely elected government in Panama to govern. It is a model for non-linear,
decentralized operations and is cited in FM 100-5 concept papers to contrast the current
battlefield framework of deep, close, rear with a proposed framework of decisive,
shaping and sustaining. The operation also represents how much the U.S. learned about
joint operations since Grenada and serves as a model for employing a corps as a Joint
Task Force (JTF) headquarters.
Although Operation JUST CAUSE is a valuable example of a corps serving as a
JTF it does not serve well as an example of crisis action planning and short-duration
contingency operations. Operation JUST CAUSE was a predominately single service
operation with a relatively small force and large portions of the Corps headquarters that
did not deploy. The corps, which was designated as JTF SOUTH was given a full six
months prior to execution of the mission to plan and rehearse the operation including the
use of forces already deployed in the JO A. Furthermore, the corps was augmented by a
joint staff from U.S. Southern Command that had conducted the majority of the deliberate
planning over the previous year. "The corps was essentially augmented by a pre-existing
joint staff that was instrumental in developing a great deal of the operations plan."55

Operation DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM
Operation DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM serve as the high-water
mark for U.S. post-cold war force projection, annihilation warfare. They validated
decades of doctrinal work that sought to capture the essence of operational art. They
ushered in a period of burden sharing through coalition building and public opinion and
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legitimacy based upon presidential communication with the American public and United
Nations Security Council Resolutions authorizing the use of force.
Operation DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM began on 9 August 1990 as
the Forward Headquarters Element (FHE) of the U.S. Central Command began arriving in
Saudi Arabia along with the lead combat troops of the XVIII Airborne Corps and elements
of the 1st Tactical Fighter Wing. What ensued in the early days of the operation has been
characterized as a headquarters more interested in generating the flow into theater than
managing the defensive framework of units on the ground.
DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM are also operations where the
Geographic CINC (General Schwarzkopf) elected to maintain command at his level
without establishing a subordinate JFLCC. It is widely believed that although this was the
CinC's prerogative, it created some command relationship issues that could have been
more readily resolved. It is also commonly held that this command structure is not
characteristic of what we can expect in the near future where geographic or theater CinCs
can afford to become completely immersed in the activities within only one portion of his
theater.
Finally, these operations represent an unresolved "hot spot" which, along with the
Korean peninsula garner the lion's share of attention for mid to high-intensity
contingencies. In 1998 alone, U.S. Central Command exercised contingencies to reinforce
the theater in three separate operations; DESSERT THUNDER I, DESSERT THUNDER
H and DESSERT FOX.56
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Operation RESTORE HOPE
Operation RESTORE HOPE began on 20 November 1992 when the U.S. Central
Command issued a warning order to the 1st Marine Expeditionary Force (I MEF)
designating I MEF as the combined joint task force (CJTF) for humanitarian relief
operations in Somalia. The force would be known as Unified Task Force Somalia
(UNITAF) headed by the commander of I MEF, Lieutenant General Robert B. Johnston.
The legal authority for this operation would come from United Nations Security Council
Resolution 794 which authorized the use of "all necessary means" to provide security for
the delivery of relief supplies in Somalia.
The 10th Mountain Division (L) assumed the daunting task of serving as the Army
Forces (ARFOR) headquarters operating with forces from more than 20 different nations.
This operation highlights the need for joint and coalition forces and the operational
complexity it generates. Most importantly, it shows that a division can serve as an
ARFOR under the right conditions. The initial planning process serves to highlight the
complexity of parallel planning as the division maintained coordination with four
headquarters (XVIII Airborne Corps, I MEF, U.S. Central Command and U.S. Forces
Command). It highlights the constraints at the operational and tactical level of force caps
generated before mission analysis is complete and courses of action are developed.
Operation RESTORE HOPE brought to light a number of issues for future
military humanitarian operations. The most significant of these issues are clearly defined
end states, measures of effectiveness toward reaching that end state and coordination with
governmental and non-governmental organizations. The operation was to be of limited
duration but I MEF received no clear definition of the end state or time frame. The
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mission was to provide security for the distribution of humanitarian food supplies, which
assumed that the mission would end when security was restored to the degree that the
United Nations could assume full responsibility. This level of security was never
explicitly defined and it led to an evolution of tasks that appeared to lose sight of the
initial mandate ending with the ill fated Ranger and Delta Force raid to capture members
of Aidid's clan. It also created perhaps an overemphasized concern for "force protection"
and "mission creep" in future operations.57

Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACY
It can be argued that the real mission of operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACY was
to stop the influx of Haitian immigrants into Southern Florida. The stated mission
however, was the restoration of the Aristide government, neutralization of armed factions
and the reestablishment of civic order. This included free and secure elections, training of
a new police force and reestablishing the functioning judicial structure.
Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACY began in earnest on 19 September 1994
following a tense face off and last minute negotiations by a U.S. delegation (lead by
former President Jimmy Carter, Senator San Nunn and former Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff GEN (Ret) Colin Powel) and representatives of Lieutenant General Raoul
Cedras' ruling regime. The resultant Carter-Jonaissant agreement provided for Cedras to
relinquish power and narrowly avoided the non-permissive insertion of JTF 180 forces
enroute from the 82nd Airborne Division.
Two operation plans (OPLANs) were developed for the operation with JTF 180
formed from XVTfl Airborne Corps and responsible for the forced entry plan with airborne
and amphibious forces in a non-permissive environment. JTF 190, consisting of light
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infantry forces was to follow into a permissive environment to conduct MOOTW
operations. Each JTF was subordinate to United States Atlantic Command and when the
mission for JTF 180 was rescinded it left JTF 190 entering the area of operations without
substantial life-support or C2.
The 10th Mountain Division (L) was formed as JTF 190, the nucleus of the
Multinational Forces Haiti (MNF Haiti), a U.S. led coalition force including contributors
from 20 different nations. This operation is unique in that it represents a division serving
as the JTF headquarters. What we find is that the division accomplished this task but not
without significant augmentation nearly tripling the size of the division staff.
The 10th Mountain Division and two battalions of the 3rd Special Forces Group
were the principal U.S. Army combat units that deployed to Haiti in October 1994. The
25th Infantry Division (L) replaced the 10th Mountain Division (L) in January 1995 and on
31 March 1995 transitioned to the United Nations Mission in Haiti (UNMJU).
There are a number of lessons learned from this operation that are key to future
operations. The first as already mentioned is that OPERATION UPHOLD
DEMOCRACY shows that a division can serve as a JTF headquarters under the right
conditions. It represents the establishment of multiple JTFs with very different missions,
expected to be conducted sequentially, and the flexibility, (especially in adjusting the
TPFDL) required to react to change. Finally, it represents a substantial step forward in
joint interoperability where the 10th Mountain used an aircraft carrier as the intermediate
staging base (ISB) to rapidly place a brigade sized force on the ground.

58

Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR (IFOR)
The Implementation Force (IFOR) entered Bosnia in December 1995. It was
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unique in that it represented the first out-of-area operation by NATO and brought into a
coalition forces from NATO, Partnership for Peace (PFP) countries and others including
forces from Russia under one unified command structure.
JOINT ENDEAVOR was a NATO led operation under the political direction of
the North Atlantic Council (NAC) implementing United Nations Security Council
Resolutions. The Command structure ran from the NAC through the Chairman of the
Military Committee (CMC) to the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR). The
S ACEUR designated the Commander in Chief of Allied Forces South (AFSOUTH) to
serve as the operational-level headquarters and Commander of the Implementation Force
(COMIFOR). Commanding the subordinate multinational divisions was the Allied
Command Europe Rapid Reaction Corps (ARRC). There is some debate as to whether
this command relationship can be characterized with AFSOUTH as the JTF and the
ARRC as the JFLCC or ARFOR.
The principal U.S. combat force deployed as part of IFOR was the 1st Armored
Division, forward deployed in Germany. It served as the nucleus of forces in the United
States sector of Multi-National Division (North). Their mission under the General
Framework Agreement (otherwise known as the Dayton Peace Accords) was to ensure
continued compliance with the cease-fire, ensure the withdrawal of forces from the zone
of separation, monitoring heavy weapons cantonment sites thus creating the conditions for
the withdrawal of UN forces and economic recovery.
What is significant about the role that 1st Armored Division played is that it
represents a U.S. Army division, in a multi-national command relationship without its
parent Corps headquarters. Granted, the chain-of-command is heavily weighted with U.S.
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officers, this may not always be the case. The division also placed substantial reliance
upon the United States European Command (USEUCOM, USAREUR) for national
administration and logistical support.59

Contingency Planning and Training
The intent of examining current contingency plans is not to perform predictive
analysis for the Army as a whole or for individual divisions and corps on employment
options for all developed contingencies under the current JSCP. Instead, through a
sampling of contingency planning, gather enough information to suggest reasonable,
supportable assertions for the most likely employment of divisions and corps in support of
the strategic environment as understood by geographic combatant commanders.60
The examination yielded contingency planning that can be summarized by a quote
from the Chief of Staff of the Army in TRADOC Pam 525-5, FORCE XXI
OPERATIONS, 1 August 1994. In this pamphlet the CSA states that, "Rather than a
single, focused threat, America's twenty-first century Army faces a broad range of
challenges." l The complexity of our strategic environment and the NMS of shaping,
responding and preparing requires the flexibility to commit tailored force packages in
response to immediate requirements that do not conform to any available deliberate
planning products.
Many units are dual apportioned with requirements in multiple theaters.
Additionally, current troop rotations for operations in Bosnia and Kosovo require
significant adjustments to contingency plans when traditional task organizations cannot be
provided. Finally, another issue significant to this discussion is the Army's modernization
plans and fielding of digital equipment. Certainly, for the near-term, planners must
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contend with integrating active and reserve component units that are equipped with either
digital, Legacy or Legacy Plus equipment.
Most significant from the examination, that later analysis will further detail, is not
that this complexity, troop rotations and equipment hampers the ability for combatant
CinCs to fully predict the units that will respond to their theater. What is significant is
that the nature of these contingencies is almost exclusively joint no matter who gets
tagged to respond. This makes the nature of training quite germane and the tasks that
these units train to in a time of ever increasing resource constraints is crucial to ensuring
their success, ensuring relevancy and responsiveness for the Army, and ensuring that the
national interests of the United States are protected or furthered.
What tasks divisions and corps train to is evident in no better event than the Battle
Command Training Program (BCTP) warfighter. BCTP is a self-sufficient Combat
Training Center (CTC), headquartered at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas providing command
and battle staff training for division and corps commanders, their battle staffs, major
subordinate commanders and supporting SOF units, using simulation centers worldwide.

The scope of training at the BCTP is the corps and division with the focus on

command and control. Units establish objectives for CTC training based upon their unit
mission essential task list (METL), the commander's assessment of wartime missions,
home station training programs, and unit proficiency.
An examination of the training objectives from recent Warfighter Exercises
(WFX) conducted by BCTP reveals that divisions and corps use this training event to
work on core conventional warfighting competencies. In nearly all cases the units
concentrated on a narrow portion of the fight (assembly area to actions on the objective)
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while forgoing the tasks associated with deploying into theater or integrating into a joint
or multinational environment. While BCTP maintains the capability to assess
deployment tasks (force packaging, building and flowing the TPFDD/TPFDL), to this
point no unit has established this as a training objective. Units habitually assigned to
contingency missions and units returning from stability and support operations chose
tasks associated with reestablishing competencies in core, conventional (offense, defense)
fights. One unit in particular stated as their first training objective to refocus on
conventional operations including commanders and battle staff warfighting tasks;
practice synchronizing the battlefield operating procedures (BOS) in a mid to high
intensity environment; and battle command and staff operations at a conventional
tempo.64
This is not an indictment on BCTP or the mission of the CTC program. For
divisions and corps, BCTP may prove to be the only conventional fight they expect to
wage in the near term and has proven to be a valuable tool in exercising the military
decision making process (MDMP) under conditions which approximate the stress and
time constraints of crisis action planning during mid to high intensity warfare. It
provides an excellent assessment of the decision-making across the division or corps and
has proven a valuable tool in recent mission rehearsal exercises for Bosnia, Kuwait and
Kosovo.65 Later analysis will attempt to determine if this program is being properly
leveraged to maximize the training potential available when viewed as any constrained
resource to be applied across an entire spectrum of potential requirements.
Having examined the current strategic environment through its development
process, recent historical examples and contingency plans we begin to amass the facts
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necessary to base assumptions for the most likely employment of divisions and corps in
the near-term. These assumptions are key as the focus now turns to Army and Joint
doctrine.

Doctrine
Doctrine is the fundamental principles by which the military forces or elements
thereof guide their actions in support of national objectives. It is authoritative but
requires judgment in application.66 Doctrine is informed by theory. What we learned
form the literature review and the national level process for identifying the strategic
environment, is that much of modern conflict and thus the missions that the Armed
Forces are going to be asked to perform (stability and support, MOOTW), lack a coherent
theory or predictive model. This lack of a coherent theory directly impacts the ability to
generate consensus within the instruments of national power, the Department of Defense
and Joint and service staffs for conflict resolution. Without consensus, it is difficult to
provide authoritative direction.
The cognitive tension discussed earlier that exists in establishing the primacy of
major theater war from NCA guidance continues in the operational and training focus of
doctrine. Operationally, this tension is represented in the dilemma of focusing doctrine
on prompt and sustained land combat or on a more comprehensive approach, providing
direction for all Army operations.67 In training this dilemma is represented in attempting
to balance resources to provide training proficiency across the entire spectrum of conflict.
What we will find is that doctrine further reasserts the primacy of this wartime
focus while establishing how divisions and corps can employ and the complexities of
operating in traditional and joint roles. In training doctrine, the primacy of this wartime
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focus is incorporated as the key input in a prioritization process that either explicitly or
implicitly directs commanders to focus their limited training resources in a narrow end of
the spectrum. In joint doctrine what appears to be missing is any comprehensive and
authoritative direction on how to train for joint requirements in peacetime.

Army Doctrine
The American Army is a doctrine-based, value-centered organization committed to
serving the nation.
Field Manual 100-1, The Army (page v)

This examination of Army doctrine is intended to answer the following questions:
what does Army doctrine say about how the Army divisions and corps are going to be
employed; what does Army doctrine say about the missions Army divisions and corps
headquarters are expected to perform; and what does Army doctrine say about training?
To that end, this examination is less concerned with what doctrine says a headquarters
should do once they are given a mission and more interested in what doctrine says a
headquarters should do when given indications (recent operations, contingency plans,
warning orders) that lead to an expectation of missions in the future. Later analysis will
determine if doctrine provides suitable flexibility to divisions and corps to prepare to
meet these expected missions.
As stated in FM100-1, The Army is a doctrine-based, value-centered organization
committed to serving the nation. This manual "provides a foundation for the Army's
basic operational doctrine, expressed in FM 100-5, Operations and joint doctrine, set
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forth in Joint Pub 3-0, Doctrine for Joint Operations. All other Army doctrine flows
from the principles and precepts contained in this manual."
The introduction to the current FM100-5, Operations (1993), states that, "The
Army's doctrine lies at the heart of its professional competence. It is the authoritative
guide to how Army forces fight wars and conduct operations other than war."69 It
continues, "Never static, always dynamic, the Army's doctrine is firmly rooted in the
realities of current capabilities. At the same time, it reaches out with a measure of
confidence to the future. Doctrine captures the lessons of past wars, reflects the nature of
war and conflict in its own time, and anticipates the intellectual and technological
developments that will bring victory now and in the future."70
FM 100-5 is the keystone doctrine linking Army roles and missions to the
National Military Strategy and providing authoritative guidance for how the Army thinks
about and conducts operations. Acknowledging the change in the strategic environment,
FM 100-5 is undergoing a dramatic evolutionary rewriting. Many of the proposed
changes are captured in a number of concepts papers that followed the unsuccessful
publication of a fully updated version in 1998. The significance of this change cannot be
overstated. In concert with FM 22-100, Army Leadership, FM 100-5, Operations serves
as a foundation for all of the Army's doctrine, organization, training, material, leader
development and soldier concerns.71 It would be irresponsible to prepare this paper
without incorporating the proposed changes, especially in terms of the guidance provided
to divisions and corps for future missions, Mission Essential Task List (METL)
development and training.
What does Army doctrine say about how divisions and corps are employed?
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Chapter 1 of FM100-15, Corps Operations discusses the shifting expectations from a
cold war focus to today. During the cold war the corps served almost exclusively as a
tactical headquarters charged with synchronizing combat operations in support of
operational objectives. Today, corps will most likely find themselves conducting forceprojection operations as part of a tailored joint force. Future corps operations will be
joint and often multinational in nature.72 FM 100-15 later states that, "By its nature, the
corps will always fight as part of a joint force, working closely with its sister services"
in its traditional role or as an ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF headquarters.
This shifting expectation is further captured in FM 100-7, Decisive Force: The
Army in Theater Operations, FM 100-8, The Army in Multinational Operations as well as
a number if Corps redesign and Corps XXI concept papers. A Combined Arms Doctrine
Directorate draft paper entitled, Corps as a Warfighting Headquarters dated 23 June
1999 addresses the corps as an operational and tactical level of war headquarters. It
further specifies all corps operations are at the joint level with its organization along
current joint lines and its command and control operations based on the Universal Joint
Task List (UJTL) functional areas. The corps is a multifunctional flexible force enabled
by technology and information and optimized for tactical warfighting in an austere,
multinational and joint environment, capable of rapid transition between offense, defense,
stability and support actions.74
This concept paper offers an excellent model depicting when corps serve as
tactical or EAC command and control headquarters. 75
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This model demonstrates that the corps will serve as the lesser complexity
headquarters the more severe the contingency and conversely the more complex C2
structure for the smaller scale contingencies.
What does Army doctrine say about the missions Army division and corps
headquarters are expected to perform? The current generation of doctrine including FM
100-5, Operations (1993); FM 71-100, Division Operations (1990); FM 100-7, Decisive
Force: The Army in Theater Operations (1995); FM 100-8, The Army in Multinational
Operations (1997) and FM 100-15, Corps Operations (1996) have their focus firmly
entrenched in warfighting as the Army's primary mission while admitting that the Army
is often called upon to do other missions.

These other missions, however, are

subordinate in nature. FM 100-23, Peace Operations (1994) states that, "Training and
preparation for peace operations should not detract from a unit's primary mission of
training soldiers to fight and win in combat. The first and foremost requirement for
success in peace operations is the successful application of warfighting skills.77
Proposed changes to FM 100-5 will provide a comprehensive and full-spectrum
doctrine that provides guidance for diverse operations without losing the focus on
warfighting.

78

This doctrine will "establish the necessary constructs for the conduct of

prompt and sustained operations on land in peacetime engagement, MTW and general
war mission environments." It will address the full range of operations in joint,
multinational and interagency contexts and provide a balanced approach to offense,
defense stability, support and enabling activities.

70

In examining what Army doctrine says about training, the doctrinal focus on
warfighting creates a possible dilemma among leaders in training their units for their
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most likely employment. The current generation of doctrine with the concept of Battle
Focused training identified in FM 25-100, Training the Force and FM 25-101, Battle
Focused Training, provides a detailed process for deriving peacetime training
requirements from wartime missions. It could be argued that there is no training
dilemma; that doctrine does not say the Army should train for its most likely employment
but places the primacy on the most dangerous employment (warfighting). However,
leaders at all levels understand that in order for the Army to be relevant, it must be
responsive to the requirements of the National Command Authority across the entire
spectrum of conflict. Maintaining a wartime focus in a changing strategic environment
where units are consistently employed for stability and support operations creates a
training dilemma when it marginalizes a unit's proficiency to perform any task uniquely
associated with MTW or MOOTW missions.
As discussed in the literature review, a number of authors concluded that a lack of
flexibility in current training doctrine limited commanders from adding stability and
support operation tasks to unit mission essential task lists (METL). Any flexibility
derived from a generous interpretation of the METL development process identified in
FM 25-100 is quickly quashed by FM 100-23 which states that, "Peace operations are not
a new mission and should not be treated as a separate task to be added to a unit's missionessential task list (METL).80 The purpose of this paper is not to revisit that debate but
simply acknowledge the fact that the strategic environment has changed and that these
nontraditional, non-warfighting operations call upon units to operate within command
relationships uniquely different from their traditional wartime focus.
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In addition to this METL development process, battle focused training provides a
management cycle in recognition of the fact that units cannot attain proficiency to
standard on all tasks or missions. This management cycle of preparation, planning,
execution and feedback allows leaders to design successful training programs by
narrowing the focus to a reduced number of vital tasks that are essential to mission
accomplishment.82 Current doctrine maintains this narrow focus on wartime tasks while
admitting that "units selected for these [peace operations] duties require time to train and
prepare for a significant number of tasks that may be different from their wartime
METL."83 This requirement to conduct detailed mission rehearsal exercises (MRE) prior
to deployment serves to challenge the relevancy and responsiveness of the Army.
Mission rehearsal exercises (MRE) are designed to provide additional missionspecific training opportunities for commanders, staffs or units alerted to conduct realworld missions. Recently they have become an integral part of training units in
preparation for their assumption of stability and support operations. They have also been
conducted in support of crisis action planning in support of Central Command and
European Command.84
Formal adoption of the MRE as a training tool for initial entry forces is highly
contentious. Its use for follow on forces is less contentious but raises concerns about the
current training model. At a time of challenges to the responsiveness and relevancy of
the Army, the MRE appears to be a tacit admission that the Army has an alert-traindeploy model for employment. The model appears to accept that initial entry forces
conducting stability and support operations, may not be proficient in all of the unique
tasks associated with that type of mission. Any doubt placed in the minds of the soldiers,
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Commanders, CinCs, belligerents and besieged that the U.S. Armed Forces are fully
prepared to conduct operations across the entire spectrum of conflict serves to threaten
the success of the mission. It serves to weaken the confidence that the NCA has in the
Army to continue in its role as the decisive and supported force.

Joint Doctrine
The focus of this doctrinal examination now shifts to joint doctrine and is
intended to answer very similar questions: what does joint doctrine say about how the
Army divisions and corps are going to be employed; what does joint doctrine say about
the missions Army divisions and corps headquarters are expected to perform; and what
does joint doctrine say about training? Just as with Army doctrine, this examination is
less concerned with what doctrine says a headquarters should do once they are given a
mission and more interested in what doctrine says a headquarters should do in peacetime.
It is therefore, more an examination of training than operations.
This cursory examination of joint doctrine reveals a number of simple truths. The
first is that joint doctrine is authoritative and will be followed except when exceptional
circumstances dictate otherwise.85 It is a hierarchical relationship codified in law and
requires that when conflict arises between joint publications and service publications,
joint publications will take precedence. Finally, service doctrine must be consistent with
approved joint doctrine.

Although joint doctrine is authoritative, it defers to service

doctrine for establishing tasks, conditions and standards.
This requirement is significant and leads to the second point. Joint doctrine places
the burden of training squarely on the shoulders of the service components. As stated in
Joint Pub 0-2, Unified Action Armed Forces (UNAAF), "The primary function of the
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Services and United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) is to provide
forces organized, trained, and equipped to perform roles-to be employed by the
combatant commander in the accomplishment of a mission."

87

It is incumbent upon the

services to ensure that the forces provided to CinCs are properly trained to perform the
missions assigned.
Thirdly, joint doctrine is operational in nature and does not provide guidance to
the services for peacetime training. That guidance is captured in a number of handbooks
such as the Joint Task Force Commander's Operations and Training Handbook and
•

guides such as the Joint Force Headquarters Master Training Guide.
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The JTF HQ

MTG was originally produced in 1994 and has been continually updated based upon
lessons learned, TTPs and procedures developed during the UNIFIED ENDEAVOR
exercises.89 The current version was approved in 1997 as CJCSM 3500.05 to serve
primarily as a training document designed to assist probable or designated JTF
commanders and staffs in training and assessing the performance of individual and
collective command and staff tasks during crisis situations.90 This training guide is
designed to be part of a series of publications that provides joint tasks, conditions, and
standards for the training of joint organizations.91 Borrowing heavily from the Army, this
guide uses a Universal Joint Task List (UJTL) as the basic hierarchy of tasks to be
accomplished and organized along the sequential JTF "life-cycle."92 Training plans are
developed using a process nearly identical to Army FM 25-100, Training the Force,
METL development model.93
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Since 1995 the Joint Training, Analysis, and Simulation Center (JTASC) has been
conducting joint training exercises for the Joint Warfighting Center (JWC) through stateof-the-art simulation and training, sophisticated facilities and realistic joint scenarios for
joint force commanders (JFCs), staffs and component commanders.94 The United States
Joint Forces Command (formerly United States Atlantic Command) exercise program
requires JTF crisis action planning (CAP) in a time constrained environment. Recent
exercises have provided valuable lessons learned and TTPs for the Master Training
Guide, JTF SOP and evolving or emerging doctrine.
Lastly, this doctrinal development process is evolving with much of the
framework in place requiring additional development and publication of supporting and
detailed products. From the JFCOM, J7s perspective, the greatest shortfall requiring
immediate attention is the development of comprehensive joint operational doctrine for
the Joint Force Land Component Commander (JFLCC).95 This process must be jointly
conducted with the Marine Corps and requires US JFCOM oversight to ensure that it does
not conflict with current joint doctrine and to ensure uniformity in the service component
responsibility for establishing tasks conditions and standards.
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Summary, Analysis and Conclusions
This monograph has attempted to answer the research question; does the current
training model for divisions and corps support employment as an ARFOR, JFLCC or
JTF?
The answer is no. The wartime focus of Army training doctrine, lack of
authoritative joint doctrine for peacetime training as well as the lack of doctrine at the
operational level for the JFLCC represent significant holes in providing the direction
necessary to ensure success when operating as a headquarters within this very complex
environment. When coupled with the strategic environment outlined earlier and the
expectation for divisions and corps from contingency plans and the historical
examination, it is the assertion of this author, that these headquarters are not given the
tools to adequately support their employment as an ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF and that any
opportunity to train the division and corps staff outside of a joint environment is perhaps
an inefficient use of scare resources.
In arriving at this conclusion, this paper established criteria to evaluate the current
training model through the affirmation or refutation of supporting or nested research
questions. The paper then followed a methodical path to one, establish the need for and
likelihood of these headquarters serving as an ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF; secondly,
establish that current division and corps training, in terms of CTC and joint exercise
programs, does not adequately support the requirements to serve as an ARFOR, JFLCC
or JTF; thirdly, establish that current Army and joint doctrine does not support the
employment of these headquarters serving as an ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF. Finally, this
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paper concludes that shortfalls in training staff competencies do not represent a need to
fundamentally change the way these headquarters are trained.
In establishing the need for and likelihood of these units serving as an ARFOR,
JFLCC or JTF, this paper examined a number of sources to suggest the most likely
employment of divisions and corps in the near future. This examination began with the
strategic environment as established by our National Command Authority (NC A) through
such sources as the National Security Strategy for the Next Century and the National
Military Strategy of Shape, Respond, Prepare Now to identify the requirements for the
military instrument of national power. It examined the requirements passed on to the
Army through CinC contingencies and theater engagement plans as well as a historical
examination of recent military operations, These sources were key to establishing a solid
and supportable foundation for the critical assertion that not only is it possible for
divisions and corps to serve in this capacity but that these are the most likely employment
options for Army divisions and corps in the future.
The conclusion drawn from this examination is a strategic environment
characterized as "dynamic and uncertain, replete with a host of threats and challenges that
have the potential to grow more deadly, but also offering unprecedented opportunities to
avert those threats and advance our interests."96 It is a strategic environment
characterized by rising regional powers, asymmetric challenges including WMD,
transnational dangers, and the likelihood of wild cards that cannot be specifically
predicted.97
The NSS reflects "the Presidents decision to exercise leadership abroad" and to be
"prepared and willing to use all appropriate instruments of national power to influence
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the actions of other states and non-state actors."

It outlines the use of the military

instrument of national power encompassing the full range of military operations from
small-scale contingency operations to general war. Not only must the U.S. military be
prepared to successfully conduct multiple smaller-scale contingencies worldwide it must
remain prepared to withdraw from contingency operations if needed to deploy to a major
theater war."
The NMS states that the U.S. will remain globally engaged in order to advance
and protect our national interests and that U.S. military power is, and will continue to be,
fundamental to ensuring our national security.100 The NMS calls upon the Armed Forces
to Shape the international environment, Respond to the full spectrum of crisis, and
Prepare Now for an uncertain future.101 Our Armed Forces' core competence -the
ability to apply decisive military power to deter or defeat acts of aggression -must remain
the primary consideration in determining the structure, training and employment of our
military forces.
The conclusions drawn from the historical examination reinforce the assertions
made about the most likely employment of these headquarters as an ARFOR, JFLCC or
JTF. These operations represent the complexity of joint operations even when they are
predominately single-service in nature. They represent the nature of future U.S. major
force projection operations in support of national interests and the need for rapid,
seamless integration of capabilities. They also represent lessons learned the hard way
and how fraught with the potential loss of life, operational success, public support, and
international legitimacy these operations are when conducted in an ad hoc and parochial
manner.
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Finally, these conclusions are supported by an evaluation of current contingency
planning and theater engagement plans that reflect the assessments contained within the
NSS, NMS and other high-level documents. These assessments reflect the complexity of
our strategic environment and the NMS of shaping, responding and preparing, requiring
the flexibility to commit tailored force packages (including ARFORs, JFLCCs and JTFs)
in response to immediate requirements that often do not conform to any available
deliberate planning products.
In establishing how these units currently train, this paper examined a number of
sources including division and corps training objectives from recent BCTP Warfighter
Exercises and current joint exercise programs. These sources were key to establishing a
solid and supportable conclusion on how divisions and corps train for comparison with
the requirements established earlier.
An examination of the training objectives from recent Warfighter Exercises
(WFX) conducted by BCTP reveals that despite the changing strategic environment,
divisions and corps use this training event to work on core conventional warfighting
competencies concentrated on a narrow portion of the fight and forgoing the tasks
associated with deploying into a theater or integrating into a joint or multinational
environment. Units habitually assigned to contingency missions and units returning from
stability and support operations chose tasks associated with reestablishing competencies
in core, conventional (offense, defense) fights in a mid to high intensity environment; and
with battle command and staff operations at a conventional tempo.
The conclusion drawn from this examination is that divisions and corps are
training for the most dangerous contingencies (i.e. JSCP warplans) and not for the most
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likely (small-scale contingencies/stability and support operations). This is not a failure
on the part of the CTC program. BCTP for example, offers the flexibility to tailor the
exercise to the unique requirements of the player unit. This conclusion simply establishes
how divisions and corps are training and supports assertions that perhaps the primacy of
the wartime focus fails to adequately prepare these headquarters for more complex
command and control relationships in more probable MOOTW missions.
In examining doctrinal support for the employment of these headquarters as an
ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF, significant effort was made to analyze current and pending
Army and joint doctrine. The conclusion drawn from this analysis is that both Army and
joint doctrine are moving in the right direction but have a tremendous amount of work
ahead. Work is needed to establish a collection of authoritative doctrine flexible in its
wartime MTW focus, sufficiently detailed in its guidance for peacetime joint training and
without shifting responsibility from the service components, doctrine that provides forces
adequately trained and immediately responsive to the combatant commanders.
The conclusion drawn from Army doctrine is that maintaining a doctrinal focus
on warfighting in a changing strategic environment, where units are consistently
employed for stability and support operations creates a training dilemma that doctrine
fails to resolve satisfactorily. Army doctrine fails to fully acknowledge the fact that the
strategic environment has changed and that non-traditional, non-warfighting operations
call upon units to operate within command relationships uniquely different from their
traditional wartime focus. Furthermore, current doctrine fails to provide leaders with
adequate flexibility to tailor their training to emphasize stability and support operations
and the current alert-train-deploy model for S ASO including the requirement to conduct
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detailed mission rehearsal exercises (MRE) prior to deployment serves to challenge the
relevancy and responsiveness of the Army.
As stated in an FM 100-5 concept paper entitled, Balancing Operations,
Leadership and Training Doctrine, "The Army needs a comprehensive and full-spectrum
doctrine that provides guidance for diverse operations without losing the focus on
warfighting.

This doctrine must establish the necessary constructs for the conduct of

prompt and sustained operations on land across the full spectrum of conflict and the full
range of single-service, joint, multinational and interagency operations with a balanced
approach to offense, defense stability, support and enabling activities.103 The conclusions
drawn from the examination of joint doctrine is that it is authoritative and will be
followed except when exceptional circumstances dictate otherwise.104 Joint doctrine
places the burden of training squarely on the shoulders of the service components to
provide forces organized, trained, and equipped to perform roles-to be employed by the
combatant commander in the accomplishment of a mission."105 USJFCOM and current
joint doctrine, handbooks and guides will continue to offer valuable direction for JTF
training once the crisis action planning begins. The doctrine is operational in nature and
USJFCOM remains reluctant to challenge service component responsibilities under Title
10 or provide authoritative direction for peacetime training outside CinC directed joint
exercise programs. The JWC and JTASC will continue to serve as the focal point for
providing input into evolving and emerging doctrinal development. Lastly, the joint
doctrinal development process is in its infancy with frameworks in place that simply lack
the detailed products.
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Finally, this paper sought to establish whether these shortfalls in training staff
competencies represents a need to fundamentally change the way these headquarters are
trained. That question is rather subjective. For example, what some may consider as
minor modifications to a prescriptive approach to warplans based METL development by
allowing commanders the flexibility to incorporate MOOTW tasks; others may see that
as a radical and fundamental change.
The conclusion drawn from this study is that despite the need for significant
changes to training models, the shortfall in training competencies between what divisions
and corps staffs are training to and what they can expect to perform does not represent a
need to fundamentally change the way these headquarters are trained. It is the position of
this author that the system outlined in FM 22-100, FM 25-100 and FM 25-101 is sound, it
simply lacks adequate balance. Not all the blame for this shortfall can be thrust upon the
training model. The model is simply a tool. We are constrained by doctrine to the degree
to which we are unwilling to change it along with the evolving realities of our changing
strategic environment and our demonstrated requirements.
The Army is in the process of taking a major step toward addressing the current
doctrinal shortfalls. With the publication of FM 22-100, Leadership and the current
revision of the "keystone" manual FM 100-5, Operations, the Army will establish the
operational focus, carried throughout the remainder of its operational doctrine, and
guiding the Army well into the next century. It will change the way the Army visualizes,
describes and directs actions throughout the battlefield. It will frame the battle space in
terms of shaping, decisive and sustaining operations within an operational framework of
offense, defense, stability, support and enabling activities. What remains is to nest this
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into joint doctrine for the JFLCC. Once this is accomplished, the Army and the Armed
Forces will have a comprehensive operational doctrine for linking the strategic and
tactical levels of war in joint operations.

Recommendations
The recommendations portion of this paper performs two functions. First it
provides this authors opinion, supported by the accompanied analysis, on how to address
some of the concerns that provide relevance to the research question. Secondly, it serves
to provide suggestions for future study to address questions not fully explored within the
relatively narrow scope of this work.
The first recommendation made is that significant work needs to continue in
reworking Army and Joint doctrine. Much of that work is underway through TRADOC
and JFCOM. Areas highlighted in this paper that need to be addressed include METL
development, joint peacetime training guidance, and the lack of JFLCC doctrine.
Recommend that the Army adopt the position taken in FM-100-5 concept paper
Balancing Operations, Leadership and Training Doctrine where commanders decide the
training focus. Commanders would train for war unless they see or are given convincing
reasons to shift their focus and train for military operation other than war (MOOTW).
Commanders would be given the discretion to design their METL to strike a balance
between warfighting and MOOTW.106 This proposal is designed to remove the current
constraints of focusing METL development entirely on warplans, preserve the effective
training process as described in FM 25-100, and restore responsiveness to Army
Forces.107
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With changes to METL development, Army and joint doctrine will begin the
process of providing better authoritative guidance on peacetime service component and
joint training. It is recommended that a greater emphasis be placed upon training events
that incorporate the complexity, cooperation and coordination of joint operations. It will
be further elaborated upon in the recommendation for changes to BCTP, but the point
cannot be made more strongly that no staff training, especially at the corps level, should
be done outside of a joint scenario requiring the staff to conduct force packaging, build
and flow a time-phased force and deployment list (TPFDL), conduct reception, staging,
onward movement and integration (RSOI) and transition between levels of intensity. The
majority of this work can be done at home-station and evaluated through simulation.
The decisive force fight needs to incorporate the integration of Army operations
into a joint fight and the integration of sister-service members (habitual if possible) into
an integrated staff. This fight, as outlined in an FM-100-5 concept paper entitled Army
Forces in Joint Operations (yet to be published) must also incorporate the notion that the
Army will not always be the supported command.108 All of this works toward the goal
of seamless integration into joint vice multi-service operations.
Furthermore, the joint community cannot allow service components to
independently structure training for their forces without establishing a baseline across the
services for joint operations. This is particularly important between the Army and
Marines and leads into the last recommendation regarding the lack of doctrine for the
Joint Force Land Component Commander (JFLCC). This is clearly an area where the
Army and Marines need to find ways to compliment each other's capabilities. The
difference between serving under an Army or Marine JFLCC should be imperceptible.
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The standards and expectations should apply without parochial infighting or upstaging. It
must include joint standards for proficiency in Universal Joint Task List (UJTL) tasks
across all services.
The second major area of recommendations concerns adjustment to the mission
and intent of the Battle Command Training Program. This program is central to training
division and corps commanders and their staffs. Historically, it has not been used to its
full potential. A number of initiatives are underway to address the focus of BCTP,
especially in the coverage given to subordinate brigades. Other initiatives have been
incorporated recently to reduce costs and provide increased training opportunities. These
include the use of "imbedded warfighters", where divisions and corps are trained
simultaneously as part of the same exercise, and "inclusive warfighters", where corps are
trained as part of a joint exercise. The benefits of these initiates go well beyond
monetary and scheduling efficiencies and translate directly into training opportunities to
fully exercise command relationships in a rigorous and stressful environment.
As discussed earlier, changes to doctrine will permit commanders to better
structure this training and if required, shift the focus from mid to high-intensity
attritionist warfare to crisis action, force projection, stability and support operations in a
joint or coalition environment. In concert with changes to doctrine, BCTP must focus on
getting to the fight, sustainment, working with non-governmental organizations and
integrate/coordinate its operations with the Joint Warfighting Center. This
recommendation does not suggest that the Army abdicate its role in certifying the
proficiency of its corps to Joint Forces Command. It simply acknowledges that the
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experience planning, executing and assessing joint training and the requirements to serve
as an ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF may lie outside the Army.
The final recommendation is for future study. No research project fully addresses
the questions that surround the subject at hand. The journey toward answering the
research question should spark tangential questions not resolved within the narrow scope
of the inquiry. The following are some suggested questions:
-What changes need to be made to the division and corps structure to support
employment as an ARFOR, JFLCC or JTF?
-What are the small unit implications to giving commanders greater flexibility in
identifying their METL?
-What should be the peacetime joint training requirements for divisions and corps?
-What should be the battlefield framework for joint operations in JFLCC doctrine?
-What should be the frequency and focus of traditional MTW training exercises where
divisions and corps perform single service operations?
-What changes need to be made to the way we determine unit readiness. Are
units successfully performing stability and support operations for real-world operations
other that war really untrained?
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